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Abstract In Kaplan and Winther’s recent article (Biol

Theory. doi:10.1007/s13752-012-0048-0, 2012) they argue

for three bold theses: first, that ‘‘it is illegitimate to read

any ontology about ‘race’ off of biological theory or data’’;

second, that ‘‘using biological theory to ground race is a

pernicious reification’’; and, third, that ‘‘race is funda-

mentally a social rather than a biological category.’’ While

Kaplan and Winther’s theses are thoughtful, I show that the

arguments that their theses rest on are unconvincing. In

order to be constructive, I go on to show exactly how one

can use biological theory and data to legitimately infer an

ontological view of race, to infer a biological view of race

that is not a reification, and to argue that race is both

socially constructed and biologically real.
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In a recent and provocative article, Jonathan Kaplan and

Rasmus Winther (hereafter, KW; references are to their

2012 article) argue that ‘‘it is illegitimate to read any

ontology about ‘race’ off of biological theory or data,’’ and,

furthermore, that ‘‘using biological theory to ground race is

a pernicious reification’’ (pp. 401–402). The authors call

the first claim their ‘‘basic’’ thesis and the second claim

their ‘‘overarching’’ thesis (p. 402). In addition, the authors

take on the ambitious task of arguing that ‘‘race is funda-

mentally a social rather than a biological category’’

(p. 402). Let me call this the authors’ constructivism thesis.

In order to defend their first two theses, KW develop an

intricate deductive argument and support its premises with,

among other evidence, an insightful threefold distinction in

genetic variation. KW defend their constructivism thesis

with an abductive argument that uses, among other pre-

mises, a ‘‘summary of the ontological positions one can

take about race’’ and a specific definition of ‘‘biological

racial realism,’’ both of which were inspired by Charles

Mills (p. 411).

No doubt it is true that many biologists and philosophers

in the past have been too quick to declare race a biological

kind, and perhaps because they were reifying an idea of

race. It is also not unreasonable to think that race is a social

rather than a biological kind. However, as I will show in

this discussion article, the arguments that KW’s theses rest

on are unconvincing, due to false premises, question-beg-

ging premises, and, in one case, an unjustified abductive

inference.

The Two Main Arguments

Although KW do not provide us with explicit premises for the

arguments they present for each of their theses, it will help us

greatly to reconstruct KW’s arguments before we critique

them. I offer (1)–(5) as KW’s argument for their basic and

overarching theses: (1) If equally valid theoretical interpre-

tations of biological data can be used to justify the existence

or non-existence of race, then biological theory and data un-

derdetermines race. (2) If biological theory and data under-

determines race, then biological theory and data do not force

race onto us. (3) If biological theory and data do not force race

onto us, then it is illegitimate to read any ontology about race

off of biological theory or data and using biological theory to

ground race is a pernicious reification. (4) Equally valid
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theoretical interpretations of biological data can be used to

justify the existence or non-existence of race. (5) Therefore, it

is illegitimate to read any ontology about race off of biolog-

ical theory or data and using biological theory to ground race

is a pernicious reification.

(1) is a premise because KW say, ‘‘equally valid theo-

retical interpretations of biological data can be used to

justify the existence or non-existence of human races,’’ and

they take it to imply that ‘‘biological theory [and data], in

the form of mathematical models, underdetermines…
race’’ (pp. 402, 410). (2) is a premise because KW consider

the consequent of (1) to imply that ‘‘Biological theory and

data do not force the ‘race’ concept onto us’’ (pp. 402,

411). (3) is a premise because after establishing the con-

sequent of (2), KW jump to their basic and overarching

theses with no mediating assumptions. As for (4), it is a

premise because I’ve already mentioned that KW assert the

truth of the antecedent of (1).

As for KW’s argument for their constructivism thesis,

first, following Mills, they outline what they consider to be

all of ‘‘the possible ontological positions one can take on

race,’’ of which there are five: biological ‘‘realism,’’ social

‘‘constructivism,’’ ‘‘error theory,’’ ‘‘subjectivism,’’ and

‘‘relativism’’ (pp. 401–402, 411). According to KW, in

order to be a biological racial realist one must believe two

things: First, that races are ‘‘objective’’; which means that

‘‘the existence of race and race categories are independent

of our (choice of) beliefs’’ (p. 401). Second, one must

believe in ‘‘racialism,’’ the view that ‘‘we [can] divide

human beings into a small number of groups, called

‘races,’ in such a way that the members of these groups

share… certain fundamental, heritable, physical, moral,

intellectual, and cultural characteristics with one another

that they [do] not share with members of any other race’’

(KW, p. 401; see also Appiah 1996, p. 54).1

Furthermore, according to KW, in order to be a racial

constructivist, one must believe that ‘‘the existence of race

and the particular racial categories are determined by our

social practices and history’’ (p. 401). As for error theory,

subjectivism, and relativism, KW (pp. 401–402) define these

positions as the view that ‘‘denies the existence of race,’’

‘‘the view that race designations are arbitrary and can be

adopted or discarded freely and voluntarily by individuals,’’

and ‘‘the view that races, as entities, depend on the agree-

ment of the populations using the terms,’’ respectively.

Next, KW provide a list of observations about ‘‘race’’

and racial discourse. Specifically, KW say that (O1)

‘‘There is a complex social discourse to the notion of

‘race’’’; (O2) ‘‘The very notion of ‘race’ involves a

plethora of social, moral, and political concerns’’; (O3)

‘‘[Racial discourse] varies across different cultural and

national contexts’’; (O4) ‘‘[Racial discourse] is embedded

in particular cultural and historical contexts’’; and, finally,

(O5) ‘‘Genomic data, as well as mathematical population

genetic methodologies for interpreting the data, radically

underdetermine the particular ‘racial’ classifications used’’

(p. 402). Next, KW assert that the latter phenomena are

easy for racial constructivism but difficult for any other

ontological view about race to explain, as seen when they

say, ‘‘Social ontology and discourse are much more

explanatory of the use and justification … of ‘racial’

classifications’’ (p. 402). Thus, according to KW, it is

likely that the constructivism thesis is true, or in their

words, ‘‘Of these positions, the objectivist constructivist

position strikes us as by far the most plausible’’ (p. 411).

So, KW’s abductive argument for their constructivism

thesis can be summarized as follows: (1) It is either the

case that biological realism, constructivism, error theory,

subjectivism, or relativism captures the nature of race. (2)

Biological racial realism is the view that racialist races

exist and are objective. (3) Racial constructivism is the

view that races exist as categories determined by our social

practices and history. (4) Error theory about race is the

view that race does not exist. (5) Racial subjectivism is the

view that races are arbitrary designations of individuals. (6)

Racial relativism is the view that races exist and what races

are varies with the population using racial terms. (7) (O1)–

(O5) are robust phenomena concerning ‘‘race’’ and racial

discourse. (8) Out of the possible ontological positions on

race, as given in (6), racial constructivism best explains

(O1)–(O5). (9) Therefore, probably, race is fundamentally

a social rather than a biological category.

Now that we understand KW’s arguments for each of

their theses, I will move on to explaining why neither of

these arguments is convincing.

Are We Prisoners of Abstraction?

A Closer Look at the First Argument

Let’s take a look at (1)–(5). It is certainly valid, but is it

sound? I have no problem with (1), (2), and (4). (1) and (2)

are merely an application of Pierre Duhem’s underdeter-

mination thesis. Also, (4) is not only true, but a genuine

contribution to the race debate. To clarify, KW defend (4)

by, first, distinguishing between three different notions of

genetic variation, viz., ‘‘genetic diversity,’’ ‘‘genetic dif-

ferentiation,’’ and ‘‘genetic heterozygosity’’; and, second,

showing that, given the same biological data, a different

1 It should be noted that Mills does not equate these tenets with

biological racial realism; rather he equates them with biological racial

realism ‘‘in the stronger, more interesting sense’’ (Mills 1998, p. 46).

What Mills (pp. 45–46) calls ‘‘the most minimal sense’’ of biological

racial realism is merely the claim that ‘‘it is objectively the case—

independent of human belief—that there are natural human races.’’
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interpretation (or ‘‘theory’’) of genetic variation can be used

(and was used by equally competent biologists) to infer a

different conclusion about the biological reality of race.2

To be precise, KW (p. 403) show that, using similarly

uncontroversial ‘‘biological facts’’ about human genetic

variation, Theodosius Dobzhansky inferred the biological

reality of human races, while Richard Lewontin inferred

the non-existence of biological races in humans. But,

according to KW (pp. 410–411), the latter was in no small

part due to the fact that Dobzhansky was interpreting

genetic variation as genetic diversity, while Lewontin was

interpreting genetic variation as genetic heterozygosity.

With that said, (3) is false, and for two different reasons.

First, even though biological theory and data do not force

race onto us, it does not follow from this that it is illegit-

imate to read any ontology about race off of biological

theory or data. The reason is because one need not restrict

‘‘legitimate’’ ontological inferences from biological theory

or data to ontological inferences entailed by biological

theory or data. Instead, one could define ‘‘legitimate’’

ontological inferences from biological theory or data to

include ontological inferences that are justifiably abduced

or induced from biological theory or data, and ontological

inferences that are justifiably inferred from the conjunction

of biological theory or data and one or more reasonable

auxiliary assumptions.3 Ontological inferences from phys-

ical theory and data often employ induction or abduction

and often require auxiliary assumptions, so why expect

ontological inferences from biological theory and data to

work any differently?

For example, even Newton’s (1999, p. 943) famous

claim to have ‘‘deduced’’ the theory of universal gravity

‘‘from the phenomena’’ has been shown to be an exag-

geration by historians of science (Stein 1990; Harper 2002;

Spencer 2004). Rather, Newton needed induction in

addition to deduction, and at least 23 auxiliary assumptions

just in order to infer the existence of universal gravity

(Spencer 2009).4 So just like Newton’s inference to uni-

versal gravity from celestial phenomena, philosophers and

biologists can make legitimate inferences about race from

biological theory or data, even if those inferences are not

entirely deductions, and even if those inferences require

auxiliary assumptions. The only remaining question is

which auxiliary assumptions are needed to make legitimate

inferences about race from biological theory or data?

At a bare minimum, one would need to adopt both

semantic and metaphysical assumptions in order to legiti-

mately draw ontological conclusions about race from bio-

logical theory or data. Specifically, one would need to

clearly identify the racial discourse one is interested in, the

core meaning of ‘‘race’’ in that discourse using an appro-

priate theory of meaning (e.g., descriptivism or direct ref-

erence theory), an appropriate theory of reference that one

can use to determine what (if anything) race (in that dis-

course) refers to, and a metaphysical theory about the

nature of a real biological kind. Filling in all of the needed

auxiliary assumptions and making sure each one is rea-

sonable is a daunting task, but it is doable. Here is an

example.

In his recent book A Theory of Race, Glasgow (2009,

pp. 3, 6) begins by identifying the race debate that he is

interested in as the one exploring the nature and reality of

race as understood in ‘‘current,’’ ‘‘ordinary’’ (or ‘‘folk’’)

racial discourse in the United States and other similar

discourses. In other words, Glasgow is not focused on

biologists’ race talk, Brazilians’ race talk, or even race talk

among Americans in the 18th and 19th centuries; just

contemporary race talk among ordinary Americans. Since

this is the most popular race debate among self-identified

philosophers of race, we can call it the philosophical race

debate.5

Next, Glasgow (2009, p. 28) uses ‘‘Racial Twin Earth’’

thought experiments and a descriptivist approach to

meaning to develop a hypothesis about the ordinary

meaning of race in the U.S. Third, Glasgow (2009, p. 82)

defines ‘‘real biological kind’’ and assembles a list ‘‘L’’

containing all biological theories of race to date. Next,

Glasgow (2009, p. 112) assumes that race is biologically

2 According to KW, genetic diversity is ‘‘a measure of how

heterogenous a system is [genetically]’’ and is exemplified by

counting the number of different alleles a population has at a

particular locus (p. 404); In contrast, genetic differentiation is ‘‘a

measure of how different two things are [genetically],’’ and is

exemplified by genetic distance calculations, such as Fst genetic

distance (p. 404). Finally, genetic heterozygosity is ‘‘a measure of the

fraction of heterozygotes (as opposed to homozygotes) in a popula-

tion,’’ and is exemplified by Wright’s Fst (p. 405).
3 By a ‘‘reasonable’’ set of auxiliary assumptions or premises, I do

not just mean a set of assumptions that are arguably true; I also mean

that the conjunction of all of the assumptions in the set is logically

consistent and that no assumption in the set commits its associated

argument to circular reasoning. So, for example, neither ‘P, *P, so

Q’; ‘P & *P, so Q’; nor ‘P, so P’ would be arguments with

‘‘reasonable’’ premises. By a ‘‘justified’’ abduction or induction I just

mean an abduction or induction that coheres to the currently accepted

standards in probability theory and statistics of good abductive or

inductive reasoning, respectively (e.g., having a representative

sample, controlling for confounding, reporting standard error, etc.).

4 Specifically, in order to infer the existence of universal gravity,

Newton needed all three of his laws of motion, proposition 40 of

Book 1 of Euclid’s Elements, propositions 12 and 13 of Book 2 of

Euclid’s Elements, definitions 1–2 and 4–8 in his Principia, the

binomial theorem, four assumptions concerning lunar orbital motion,

one assumption about earth’s circumference, one assumption about

terrestrial gravity, and four rules of inductive reasoning (Spencer

2009, pp. 72–85).
5 For evidence that many other self-identified philosophers of race

are interested in the philosophical race debate, see Appiah (1996),

Blum (2002), Haslanger (2008), Mills (1998), and Zack (2002).
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real only if there is a theory on L that (a) is a theory of race

in the sense relevant for the philosophical race debate and

(b) is a theory about a real biological kind. Fifth, Glasgow

conducts a lengthy analysis of each theory on L to show

that all theories on L are either not theories of race in the

sense relevant for the philosophical race debate, or are not

theories about real biological kinds. Finally, Glasgow uses

modus tollens to conclude that race is not biologically real.

Even though one could reject Glasgow’s conclusion by

questioning the truth of one or more of his premises, it

should be clear that his conclusion is at least legitimate

given the deductive validity of his argument and the rea-

sonableness of his premises. Also, this is just one example.

One could use abduction or induction to legitimately infer

an ontological position about race as well.6 Thus, (3) is

false because one can make legitimate inferences from

biological theory or data to an ontological view about race

if one’s reasoning and auxiliary assumptions satisfy certain

desiderata.

Second, (3) is false for an altogether different reason. In

addition to the first conjunct in (3)’s consequent not fol-

lowing from (3)’s antecedent, the second conjunct in (3)’s

consequent does not follow from (3)’s antecedent either. In

other words, even if biological theory and data do not force

race onto us, it does not follow that using biological theory

to ground race is a pernicious reification.

There are many different things that people can mean by

‘‘reification.’’ However, the only meaning that is important

for us is whatever KW mean by reification. Unfortunately,

KW do not clearly state what they mean by it. However,

given how they use the term and given the nature of their

article, it is likely that what KW mean by reification is what

other race scholars have meant by it in the past, such as

Maglo and Martin (2012), Duster (2005), and, most

famously, Gould (1996). In this usage, reification refers to

‘‘the reification fallacy’’ of ‘‘attributing an objective inde-

pendent basis to a notion that is merely an abstraction’’

(Maglo and Martin 2012, p. 112).

However, (3) is false if KW are using the reification

fallacy sense of reification because it is possible that bio-

logical theory and data do not force race onto us, but using

biological theory to ground race is not a reification. For

example, suppose that a race theorist defines ‘‘biologically

real kind’’ such that biologically real kinds need not be

objectively real. Then, for that theorist, saying that race is

biologically real would not involve committing the reifi-

cation fallacy, and so would not involve reifying race. This

is not a mere logical possibility either. Both Gannett (2010)

and Spencer (2012) have argued that race theorists should

define biological racial realism in such a way as to not

require race to exist objectively.

Specifically, Gannett (2010, pp. 369, 373, 374) has

argued that if race scholars stopped asking whether race is

‘‘really real’’ in the living world and started asking whether

race is ‘‘an appropriate category of classification’’ in biol-

ogy, then we could better answer ‘‘questions of practical

importance (ethical, political, etc.)’’ about race; which is,

no doubt, a big reason why there is a debate about race in

the first place. Furthermore, Spencer (2012) has argued that

we should not adopt unnecessary and controversial philo-

sophical assumptions in the race debate, and since natural

kind realism is one such assumption, we should define

biological racial realism in such a way that it is neutral with

respect to natural kind realism. In any case, since it is

possible to be a biological racial realist without requiring

race to be an objective kind, (3) is false for a second

reason.

Since (3) is false for two different reasons, KW’s

argument for their basic and overarching theses turns out to

be unconvincing. But what about KW’s argument for their

constructivism thesis?

A Closer Look at the Second Argument

Let’s take a closer look at (6)–(14). The premises that stand

out as problematic are (6), (7), and (12). First, it is not the

case that both (6) and (7) are true.7 Suppose KW are right

that (6) outlines all of the possible ontological positions on

race. Then that means at least one of the disjuncts in (6)

captures the ontological nature of race. But if the latter is

true, then (7) is not the correct way to define biological

racial realism because there are different semantic and

metaphysical ways to be a biological racial realist that are

not captured by (7).

First of all, one need not be a racialist in order to be a

biological racial realist. Mills does not think this (see

footnote 1), nor do most biological racial realists (e.g.,

Andreasen 2005; Kitcher 1999; Outlaw 1990; Sesardic

2010). In fact, contemporary biological racial realists

usually make it a point to explicitly reject racialism.8 But

also, one need not even be a descriptivist about the

meaning of ‘‘race’’ in order to be a biological racial realist.

6 Some notable examples of race theorists besides Glasgow who use

biological theory or data together with a reasonable set of auxiliary

assumptions to infer an ontological view about race are Andreasen

(2005), Appiah (1996), Blum (2002), Haslanger (2008), and Zack

(2002). Note that Andreasen’s earlier work (e.g., 1998) did not have

the right semantic assumptions to make her inference to biological

racial realism legitimate, at least not in the philosophical race debate.

So I agree with KW’s (p. 411) criticism of Andreasen’s earlier work

that ‘‘a population’s being a clade [does not] make that population

into a race.’’

7 If I am right about the logical relationship between (6) and (7), then

not only is (6)–(14) an unconvincing argument, its premises are not

even reasonable (see footnote 3).
8 See, e.g., Kitcher (1999).
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As Haslanger (2008, 2010) has argued before, one need

not define ‘‘race’’ descriptively in the philosophical race

debate. This means that the often cited identifying condi-

tions of racial membership (i.e., having similar hair, facial

features, skin color, and continental ancestry) could be

taken as mere reference fixers as opposed to part of the

meaning of race. Instead, the meaning of race could be just

its referent, which in contemporary ordinary American

racial discourse, is arguably just the kind that divides

humans into Blacks, Whites, Asians, Native Americans,

and other groups like that (Haslanger 2008, p. 65). While

no biological racial realist has officially taken a referen-

tialist stance on the ordinary meaning of race, it is certainly

possible for them to do so.9

Third, and as discussed previously, the biological reality

of race need not imply that race is an objective kind. In

fact, many race theorists have articulated definitions of

biological racial realism that are neutral with respect to

natural kind realism. For instance, Glasgow (2009, p. 82)

only requires a ‘‘real biological kind’’ to be a kind with

‘‘some biologically principled basis;’’ Gannett (2010,

p. 374) only requires them to have ‘‘practical importance’’

in biology; and Spencer (2012, p. 181) only requires a

biologically real kind to be a ‘‘genuine kind in biology.’’

So, if (6) really does capture all of the possible ontological

positions on race, then (7) is false, because its definition of

‘‘biological racial realism’’ is too narrow.

Now, suppose (7) is simply the way we are going to

define biological racial realism. Then (6) is not true,

because it is possible for someone to not adopt KW’s

definition of biological racial realism and still hold a

respectable biological view of race—although we would

have to call it something other than biological racial real-

ism. Suppose we call all biological views of race that do

not fall under the definition of biological racial realism in

(7) biological racial naturalism. Then, there are many

ways to be a biological racial naturalist. One could reject

racialism. One could reject descriptivism about the mean-

ing of ‘‘race.’’ Or, one could reject that a biological race

must be an objective entity. Therefore, it is not the case that

both (6) and (7) are true. If one is true, the other is false.10

Even though the mutual incompatibility of (6) and (7)

are sufficient to show that KW’s argument for the con-

structivism thesis is not convincing, I should also point out

that the argument is problematic for a second reason.

Namely, (12) is not only false, but partly uninformative and

question-begging.

(12) is false because (O3) is false. Remember that (O3)

states that racial discourse ‘‘varies across different cultural

and national contexts.’’ This means that if something

counts as racial discourse, then it varies across different

cultural and national contexts. But this is not true. Suppose,

as we do in the philosophical race debate, that race is

whatever contemporary ordinary Americans mean when

they use the term ‘‘race.’’ Then racial discourse does not

vary across cultural and national contexts because what we

mean by race is fixed to whatever is meant by race in a

single cultural and national context, the USA, and, for that

matter, at a specific stage in its history.

But also, (12) is partly uninformative because some of

the ‘‘racial’’ phenomena pointed to are not unique. Spe-

cifically, (O4) and (O5) are misleading data points because

they apply to any discourse and any kind. (O4) says,

‘‘[Racial discourse] is embedded in particular cultural and

historical contexts.’’ However, all discourse is embedded in

particular cultural and historical contexts because language

is a social phenomenon and linguistic groups are tempo-

rally extended objects. For instance, discourse about genes

is embedded in a particular cultural and historical context,

viz., in Western societies and modern biology from 1909 to

the present day.11 Of course, this attribute of genetic dis-

course is not unique, nor does it suggest that genes are

social constructs.

Furthermore, (O5) says, ‘‘Genomic data, as well as

mathematical population genetic methodologies for inter-

preting the data, radically underdetermine the particular

‘racial’ classifications used.’’ But this phenomenon is not

unique to race, since Duhem’s (1981, p. 101) underdeter-

mination thesis implies that any kind is radically under-

determined by its supporting scientific data and theory. So

far, I’ve shown that (O2) is false, and (O4) and (O5) are

uninformative. However, in addition, (12) is question

begging because it focuses on phenomena that are easy for

constructivism to explain, but ignores phenomena that are

difficult for constructivism to explain. In other words, (O1)

and (O3) compose a skewed sample of racial phenomena.

9 Andreasen (2005, p. 102) says that her cladistic theory of race can

be used to ‘‘support’’ a purely referential ordinary meaning of race,

but she stops short of committing herself to a purely referential

ordinary meaning of race.
10 Although I suspect that (6) is true and (7) is false, it could be the

case that both (6) and (7) are false. In other words, one could reject

that if race is real, then biological realism, constructivism, relativism,

or subjectivism are true. For example, race could be a congenital

psychological kind that supervenes on biological reality, but does not

reduce to a biological kind. In other words, race could be a

classification of humans that humans fall into in virtue of possessing

properties or relations that humans recognize simply because of the

way their minds were constructed at birth. Examples of congenital

Footnote 10 continued

psychological kinds are the various colors that (most) humans rec-

ognize at birth. This is not to say that race is a congenital psycho-

logical kind, but just that congenital psychological racial realism is

another ontological possibility.
11 The Danish botanist Wilhelm Johannsen coined the term ‘‘gene’’

in 1909.
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For instance, why didn’t KW report the following as

robust racial phenomena? (O6) Race routinely arises as a

level of human population genetic clustering; (O7) race

routinely arises as a level of human population genetic

clustering with one of the greatest among-part genetic

variances; (O8) the stereotypical identifying descriptions of

racial groups are inherited biological properties or relations

(e.g., facial features, skin color, hair texture, geographic

ancestry, etc.); (O9) races (seem to) support robust induc-

tive generalizations in genetic epidemiology; (O10)

geneticists can predict self-identified racial identity with

99.86 % accuracy using only genetic and geographic data;

and (O11) races are used as products of evolution when

reconstructing human population evolutionary history.12

So, if we add (O6)–(O11) to (O1) and (O3), the scale starts

to tip in favor of race being a biological kind as opposed to

a social construct.

Last, in addition to (6), (7), and (12) being problematic

premises, the abductive leap from (6)–(13) to (14) is

unjustified. For even if the best explanation for (O1) and

(O3) is that race is a social construct, the best explanation

for (O6)–(O11) is that race is a biological kind. Further-

more, since it is possible for a biological kind to be socially

constructed (even according to KW’s definitions), the best

explanation for all of the racial phenomena is that race is

both a biological and a social kind, not that ‘‘race is fun-

damentally a social rather than a biological category.’’

How can this be? Well, perhaps race, as understood in the

philosophical race debate, is a special partition of human

populations that is partly due to geographic isolation, but

also partly due to our own social practices (e.g., intra-racial

mating preferences, interracial mating taboos, etc.). In fact,

even some of the geographic isolation among races could

be due to social practices (e.g., housing discrimination).

The latter is a perfectly reasonable abduction to make from

the data.13

Summary

The purpose of this article was to show that while the three

theses that KW lay out in their recent article are thoughtful

and provocative, the arguments that KW provide for them

are unconvincing. The three theses are ‘‘it is illegitimate to

read any ontology about ‘race’ off of biological theory or

data,’’ ‘‘using biological theory to ground race is a perni-

cious reification,’’ and ‘‘race is fundamentally a social

rather than a biological category’’ (pp. 401–402).

After reconstructing the argument for each thesis, I

showed that the first two theses rest on an argument with a

false premise, and the last thesis rests on an argument with

two incompatible premises, another premise that is false,

partly uninformative, and question-begging, and that uses a

hasty abductive inference to its conclusion. As such, KW

are simply not in a position to say that no one can justify

ontological positions about race using biological theory or

data, that biological theories of race are bound to be re-

ifications, or that race is fundamentally a social rather than

a biological kind.
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